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TUNUSIAN NEWS 

1, V.S. Mass of Axis prisoners marching across desert. 36 

2, V.S. General Montgomery talking to New Zealanders and troops 
who took part in the capture of the Mareth Line etc. 32 

3, V.S. Tanks and infantry entry into El Hamma, as the Shermans 
pass through the inhabitants wave and salute. 29 

4, V.S. Carnage in the desert, what remains of the Africa Korps 
and the British trucks roll past. 30 

5, V.S. Ga^be* and the meeting Mx±hkh between Generals Eisenhower and 
Monty. 24 

6, V.S. The Highland Pipe Band leading the troops on the entry into 
Gafbe&. (51st Highland Division) . 40 

7, V.S. On the coast supplies coming ashore at beachead, ammunition 
cases loaded onto lorry. 30 

8, V.S. Trucks and tanks moving across desert. Pusshing the Germand: 
army further back. 30 

9, V.S. On the Q <X.b€-S Road the tanks open fire and xh mortar 
fire falls around very close. 48 

and take care of the injured, good shot of British soldier 
giving German xxi prisoner a drink of water while cradling 
him in his arms. 45 

54 
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ftlr. (Wj, (LvLV • - 10,V.S. During the advance the British catch a German field ambulande 
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Aioiv^ |VjchVXaS.^ . ! 11.V.S. Rounded up prisoners, some shots show how badly clothed 

I they are. Queues of prisoners across desert. 
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j0 i 12,V.S. Air to air of Marauder Bombers in formation moving low 
, ' a , ^ .jl- over desert and water towards their targets. 50 
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to. • y 13,V.S. Excellent desert night barrage during the attack on AfC£lW^ 
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^" / I 14,V.S. Showing the moment of link up between the British and American 
/\ K.<xa^ ^ ̂  soldiers in the desert, they greet each other warmly. They 

a , 'K l swop cigarettes and helmets. C.U. hand shake. 78 
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